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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade:6-8
Lesson: # 11
Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” argue. I will practice by

reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, argue, in a
complete the sentence or in a paragraph.

In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•

•

Locate the correct meaning of the word argue, using a dictionary or
online resource.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
argue.

Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another person.

Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 14-15.
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Lesson 11
Write it:

fu Soyi* ar. gue

Taii< *heaa€ E€ Read each sentence and

think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas'
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

o
a
o

Brothers and sisters often argue about
I usually

feel upset after I argue with my

Some people

thinkthat

raP

but other

people argue that it is an art form.

€)

lf my friends and I could change anything about our school, we would argue in
favor

14,,,,

:.:'

of
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Lesson 11

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of argue and appropriate
content.
Many vegetarians

Your

Turn

against eating meat by saying that it is

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of argue and appropriate
content.
Some teachers

that students should take a lot of tests, but I think that

students should do more

to demonstrate what they know.

Work independently to write two sentences using Meaning 2 of argue. In your first sentence, use
Academic argue in the slmple present tense with a person's name. In your second sentence, use argue with the
Be an

Author modal verbwould and include a word partner.

o

Modalverbs are helping
verbs

that give additional

meaning to the main verb.
Would canbeused to express
a preference.

o

I would argue

is a

that football

dangerous sport.

He would like to meet her.

Write an complete the paragraph using the correct form of argue and original content.
Academic
Some parents
that teachers assign too much homework.
Paragraph
These parents

that completing large amounts of homework

o

every night causes students to feel

and keeps them from doing

e

benefi cial activities like

. However,
@

homework is important and helps students

other parents argue that
what they learned

in school. Certainly, some homework is
@

people would probably agree that too much homework is not

, but in general, most

o

for students. Everyone can agree that it is important to help students achieve a healthy balance
between school and

o
May 2020
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Emerging Lesson
Word

1
argue
ar•gue

Meaning
to disagree or
fight

Lesson 11

Example

Images

The girl argued with her
boyfriend.

verb
boyfriend

girl

_________
to give reasons

2

for or against

Cognate-

The lawyer argued that her
client was innocent.

something
lawyer

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another person:
Brothers and sisters often argue about programs on TV.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
Write the academic word (argue) and complete the sentence.
Some teachers

__________________

that students should take a lot of tests,

academic word

but I think that students should do more

________________
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Lesson 11
Expanding Lesson
Word

1
argue
ar•gue

Meaning
to disagree or
fight

Example

Images

The girl argued with her
boyfriend because he forgot her
birthday.

verb

boyfriend

_________
2

Cognate-

girl

The _________ argued that her
to give reasons

client was _____________

for or against

because he has no motive to

something

commit the crime.
lawyer

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
Brothers and sisters often argue about _________________________________________.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
Some teachers

__________________

that students should take a lot of tests, but I think that

academic word

students should do more

________________

to demonstrate what they know.
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 12
Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” argument. I will practice by

reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, argument,
in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph.

In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•

•

Locate the correct meaning of the word argument, using a dictionary
or online resource.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
argument.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 16-17.
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Lesson 12
"- $ Soyit: ar. gu . ment

YeEE<

abeslt

it

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame'

Listen carefully to your partnert and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

O

I

O

During heated arguments, people someti

recently got into an argument with one of my friends because

and regret it later.

I

One strong argument against selling soda at school is that soda

@ ftre most persuasive argument for going to college
1;6

is

that
May 2020

Lesson 12

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of argument and
appropriate content.
Two persuasive

against eating fast food are that fast food is
and has high amounts of

Your

Turn

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of argument and appropriate
content.
A strong

for playing a sport

is

that it

Be an Work independently to write two sentences using Meaning 2 of argument. In your first sentence, use
Academic argument inthe pluralform.ln your second sentence, use argument in the singularform and include a
Author word partner.

o

(ount nouns name things
that can be counted. (ount
nouns have two forms,
singular and plural. To

o

Write

an

make most count nouns
plural, add -s.

Her arguments were
convincing.

Complete the paragraph using the correct form of argument and original

He likes board games.

Academic content.
Paragraph
Many schools have banned students from having cell phones. one common
that teachers make in support of this policy is that cell phones are
disruptive. During class, students sometimes use their phones to
instead

of

. In

addition, students can also use their phones to

on tests. HoweveL one compelling

that students make in favor of having cell phones is that they use their phones to keep in
touch with

before and after school. Students can also use their

phones to look up

allpersuasive

a
o

that they don't understand in class. These are
that schools should consider before banning cell

phones.
May 2020
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Emerging Lesson
Word

1

Meaning

Examples

argument

a fight or

Carla had a heated

ar•gu•ment

disagreement

argument with her mother.

noun

Lesson 12
Images

Carla

mother

________
Cognateargumento
2

a reason for

The congresswoman’s

or against

persuasive argument,

something

convinced Congress to pass
it.
Congresswoman

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another person:
I recently got into an argument with one of my friends because he had said something rude to
me.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
Write the academic word (argument) and complete the sentence.
A strong ____________________________________ for playing a sport is that it ____________
academic word

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2014 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Lesson 12

Expanding Lesson
Word

1

Meaning

Examples

argument

A fight or

Carla gas a heated argument

ar•gu•ment

disagreement

with her mother about what

noun

Images

time she had to be home.
mother

Carla

________
Cognateargumento
2

A reason for
or against
something

The congresswoman’s
persuasive argument in favor
of the law _________________
Congress to pass it.
Congresswoman

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
I recently got into an argument with one of my friends because ____________________________________
____________________________________________

___________

.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
A strong ____________________________________ for playing a sport is that it ________________________
academic word

__________________________________________________________________________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2014 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 13
Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” justify. I will practice by

reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, justify, in a
complete the sentence or in a paragraph.

In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•

•

Locate the correct meaning of the word justify, using a dictionary or
online resource.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
justify.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 118-119.
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Lesson 13
fu Say it: jus . ti . fy

TaEk

ah*ut

!t

Write it:

Rcad each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Diseuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

tlsten carefully to your partnert and classmates'ideas'
Write vour favorite idea in the blank.

118

fll

The principaljustified expelling the student because

g

I can

justify spending 530 each month on a cell phone because
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Lesson 13

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form

of

justify and appropriate

content.

lying to someone when

You can

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence

using the correct form of justify and appropriate

content.

turning in my assignment late by telling my teacher that

an

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use justify in the slmple pasttense.
Academic In your second sentence, use justifywith the modalverb can.
Be

Author

0
Modalverbs are helping
verbs that give additional
meaning to the main verb.

g

Can

often expresses ability.

She can justify her decision.
I can

fix bicycles.

Write an Complete the paragraph using the correct form of justify and original content.
Academic
paragraph ls war ever justified? Pacifists are people who argue that no country can ever

initiating war because it can have
impacts, including the death and displacement of innocent people. One powerful example

that many pacifists use to

their argument

several countries have access to nuclear weapons, which could

is

the fact that

.@

millions of people and cause devastating environmental and health problems in a region
for years. However, other people argue that there are certain
in which it is necessary to go to war. For instance, if a country is attacked, there is a clear
need for that country to

a

itself. Do you think there are any

6
in which war

is

justified?

May 2020
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Lesson 13
Emerging Lesson
Word

justify
jus•ti•fy
verb

Meaning
to give reasons

Example

Images

Most people can’t justify

why something

spending $300 on a pair of

is right or

shoes.

necessary
People

shoes

_________
Cognate-

I can justify spending $30

justificar

each month on a cell phone.
cell
phone

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another person:
The principal justified expelling the student because she cheated on a test.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
Write the academic word (justify) and complete the sentence.
I

_____________

turning in my assignment late by telling my teacher that ________

academic word

_______________________________________________________________________________________.
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Lesson 13
Expanding Lesson
Word

justify
jus•ti•fy
verb

Meaning
to give reasons

Example

Images

Most people can’t justify

why something

spending $300

is right or

shoes.

on a pair of

necessary
People

shoes

_________
Cognate-

I can justify spending $30

justificar

each month on a cell phone
because _________________

cell
phone

_________________________.

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
The principal justified expelling the student because
_________________________________________________________________________.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
I

_____________

turning in my assignment late by telling my teacher that _______

academic word

_______________________________________________________________________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2014 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 14
Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” opinion. I will practice by

reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word, opinion, in
a complete the sentence or in a paragraph.

In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•

•

Locate the correct meaning of the word opinion, using a dictionary or
online resource.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
opinion.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 132-133.
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Lesson 14
Sayi* o.pin.ion

TaEk

ahout

tt

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

{t

In my opinion, all schools should have

€

I have a

high opinion of

because

ls

making the world a better place.

;l;12,:'
:

l.

.. :.
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Lesson 14

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of opinion and appropriate
content.
Many teenagers form their

by listening to their

and reading
Your

Turn

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of opinion and appropriate
content.
The best movie of all time, in

my

because

, is

it has
Be

an

Academic
Author

Work independentlytowritetwosentences.lnyourfirstsentence,useopinioninthe pluralform,
In you r second sentence, use opinion in the singularform and include a word partner.

0

-

g

(ount nouns name things
that can be counted. (ount
nouns have two forms,
singular and plural. To
make most count nouns

plural, add -s.

5he has strong opinions.

Write

an

Complete the paragraph using the correct form of opinion and original
Academic content.

He likes board games.

Paragraph
Newspapers are excellent

for finding information and facts.

Howevel many newspapers also feature a section called the op-ed page in which readers
contribute their

a

on current events and issues. Originally, the op-ed

page only featured the

of individual newspaper staff writers,

but today, op-ed pages

editorials from writers from all over the

world. ln many larger newspapers such asThe NewYorkTimes and

o

experts and well-known figures often contribute to the op-ed page, but anyone can submit
a letter. lf you have a strong

about an issue, you should

write to your local newspaper. lf your letter is printed, you might end up influencing the
of other people as well.
May 2020
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Lesson 14
Emerging Lesson
Word

Meaning

Examples

opinion

what

In my opinion, the pie was

o•pin•ion

someone

noun

delicious, but Sherry hated

thinks or

it.

Images

believes

me

Sherry

________
Synonym:

Cognate-

belief

opinión

I have a high opinion of my
teacher because he is
making the world a better

Me

place.

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another person:
In my opinion, all schools should have an arts program.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
Write the academic word (opinion) and complete the sentence.
The best movie of all time, in my __________________is ____________________________
academic word

because it has _____________________________________________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2014 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Lesson 14

Expanding Lesson
Word

Meaning

Examples

Images

opinion

what

In my opinion, the pie was

o•pin•ion

someone

noun

delicious, but Sherry hated

thinks or

it.

believes
________
Synonym:

Cognate-

me

Sherry

belief

opinión

I have a high opinion of
_______________ because
_________ is making the
world a better place.
Me

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
In my opinion, all schools should have _______________________________________________
____________________________________________

___________

.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
The best movie of all time, in my __________________is ____________________________
academic word

because it has ______________________________________________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2014 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 15
Language Objective: Today I will work on the “word of the day” perspective. I will practice by
reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word,
perspective, in a complete the sentence or in a paragraph.

In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•

•

Locate the correct meaning of the word perspective, using a
dictionary or online resource.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
perspective.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 134-135.
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Lesson 15
@, Say it: per . spec . tive

Tai$q abCIait

Et

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank'

f)

People often write letters and e-mails to newspapers and magazines to give their

perspectives on

fl

T,_34.,,:

A person with internationaltravel experience has a unique perspective on

May 2020

Lesson 15

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of perspective and
appropriate content.
My activity partner and I have different

Your

Turn

on the issue of

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of perspective and appropriate
content.
From

my

,

students at this school should have one free hour every day

to

an

Work independently to write two sentences, ln your first sentence, use perspective inthe singular
Academic form and include a word partner. ln your second sentence, use perspective in the pluralform.
Be

Author

o
(ount nouns name things
that can be counted. Count
nouns have two forms,
singular and plural. To

€

make most count nouns
plural, add -s.

Write

an

Complete the paragraph using the correct form of perspective and original
Academic content.

We have different
perspectives on life.
She has some questions.

Paragraph
Parents and teenagers often have trouble seeing things from each other's
. For example, many teenagers complain

o
are too

about issues like curfews or homework. From

a

teenager's

that their parents
a

, parents should trust their children and give

o

them more freedom. However, from a parent's perspective, teenagers need lots of
so

o
each ofthese

that they will grow up to be responsible adults. Although
is valid, parents and teenagers

6

often end up

with each other. What can parents and teenagers do to gain
@

a better understanding of each other's

o
May 2020
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Lesson 15
Expanding Lesson
Word

perspective
per•spec•tive
noun

_________

Meaning
The way
someone sees
or thinks about
something

Example

Images

A person with international
travel experience has a
unique perspective on other
cultures.

Synonym: point
of view

When you have an

me

friend

_____________________

Cognate-

with a friend, you should try to

perspectiva

see the _________________
from his or her perspective.

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
People often write letters and e-mails to newspapers and magazines to give their
perspectives on _________________________________________________________.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
From my ____________________________

, students at this school should have one free

academic word

hour every day to _____________________________________________________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2014 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Lesson 15
Emerging Lesson
Word

perspective
per•spec•tive
noun

_________

Meaning
The way
someone sees
or thinks about
something

Example

Images

A person with international
travel experience has a
unique perspective on other
cultures.

Synonym: point
of view

When you have an argument

me

friend

with a friend, you should try to

Cognate-

see the problem from his or

perspectiva

her perspective.

Verbal Practice (Think-Write-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to another person:
People often write letters and e-mails to newspapers and magazines to give their
perspectives on celebrities.

Writing Practice (Think-Write):
Write the academic word (perspective) and complete the sentence.
From my ____________________________

, students at this school should have one free

academic word

hour every day to________________________________________________________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2014 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 16
Language Objective: Today I am working on the “word of the day” expert. I will practice
by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word,
expert, in a complete sentence or in a paragraph.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•
•

Read correct meaning of the word expert.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
word expert.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.

Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in
the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 88-89

May 2020

Lesson 16
Say

Tal$*

about

ia

ex . pert

Write it:

*t Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

{l

tf

you break something valuable, such as your

, it's a

good idea to consult an expert about repairing it.

{}

88

You don't have

to be a computer expert to know that you should always

May 2020

Lesson 16

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using the correct form of expert and appropriate
content.
In our class,

and

are

music.
Your

Turn

Work independently to complete the sentence using the correct form of expert and appropriate
content.
One day lwould like to become a leading

Be

an

in the field of

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use expert in the singulorform and
sentence, use expert in the pluralform.

Academic include a word partner. In your second
Author

o

Count nouns name things

that can be counted. (ount

I

nouns have two forms,
singular and plural. To
make most count nouns
plural, add -s.

Write

an Complete the paragraph

using the correct form of expert and original

Academic content.

Animal experts agree that
manatees are endangered.
He likes board games.

Paragraph
Detectives are

at solving crimes. In fiction, detectives

such as

usually work alone or with a partner. They solve

o

cases by searching

for

and using their expertise to quickly

catch

. However,

a case for years and work

with many other

in real life, detectives may investigate

o

in the search

for answers. For example, when a case goes to trial, detectives often rely on forensics

to lend their expertise about evidence such as fingerprints

o
have to

.

While detectives are experts at solving crimes, they still
experts in other fields in order to fully investigate all

evidence and charge someone with a crime.
May 2020
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Name

Date

Lesson 16
EMERGING LESSON
Word
expert
ex-pert

_________________

Meaning

Example(s)

Image

• someone
Maria is an
who has
expert swimmer.
special skills
or
knowledge
about a
subject

experto

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to
another person:

Experts agree that smoking is bad for your health.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(expert) and complete the sentence.

One day, I would like to be an ______________, in
_________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Name

Date

Lesson 16
EXPANDING LESSON
Word
expert
ex-pert

_________________

Meaning
• someone
who has
special
skills or
knowledge
about a
subject

experto

Example(s)

Image

Maria is an
___________
swimmer.

Many experts
believe that
________
bears
could be
extinct by the
year
_________.

Verbal Practice (Read-Write-Share):
Complete the following sentence and then read it to another person:
___________ agree that __________________is bad for your health.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (expert) and
complete the sentence.
One day, I would like to become an ______________, in the field of
_______________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 17
Language Objective: Today I am working on the “word of the day” expertise. I will
practice by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use
the word, expertise, in a complete sentence or in a paragraph.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•
•

Read the correct meaning of the word expertise.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
word expertise.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.

Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in
the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 90-91

May 2020

Lesson 17
Write it:

TaiE<

ab,eut

lt

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank.
E} lf you want to be

E

a

doctor, you need to gain expertise in

My teacher knows a lot, but I don't think

is

within

area of expertise.

90
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Lesson 17

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using expertise and appropriate content.
When I have problems with
my

YourTurn

, I usually ask someone I trust, like

to lend his or her

Work independently to complete the sentence using expertise and appropriate content.
is

definitely within my area of

an

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use expertise with the word partner
Academic orea of expertrse. In your second sentence, use expertise with the word partner gain expertise.
Be

Author

o
Non-count nouns name
things that can't be counted.
Non-count nouns have only

a

one form. Do not add an
to a non-count noun.

-s

Art is my area of expertise.
The water is frozen.
Write an Complete the paragraph using expertise and original content.
Academic
paragraph The Internet is a valuable resource for finding information. When you research information

online, you can benefit from the

of people from all over the

world. However, how can you be sure that you are actually reading information provided
by

?

Anyone can

information

on the Internet and claim to be an expert without having to prove anything. One way to
that you are getting expert information is to go to Web sites
hosted by universities, libraries, and reputable educational organizations. These Web sites are

written and edited by experts who provide credible information from research and studies
and cite their

.lf you need help

reputable Web sites, librarians are a useful resource since finding information is their area of

May 2020
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Name

Date

Lesson 17
EMERGING LESSON
Word

Meaning

Example(s)

expertise

• special skills
or
knowledge
about a
subject

A dentist’s area
of expertise are
teeth.

ex-per-tise

Image

_________________

la pericia

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to
another person:

Basketball is LeBron James’ area of expertise.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(expertise) and complete the sentence.

Doctors use their __________________ to help people
________________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Name

Date

Lesson 17
EXPANDING LESSON
Word

Meaning

Example(s)

expertise

• special
skills or
knowledge
about a
subject

A dentist’s area of
___________ is
oral hygiene.

ex-per-tise

Image

_________________

la pericia

A veterinarian’s
area of expertise
is_____________.

Verbal Practice (Read-Write-Share):
Complete the following sentence and then read it to another
person.
Basketball is __________________ area of ________________.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(expertise) and complete the sentence.
__________________ is definitely within my area of ____________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 18
Language Objective: Today I am working on the “word of the day” relevant. I will
practice by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use
the word, relevant, in a complete sentence or in a paragraph.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•
•

Read the correct meaning of the word relevant.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
word relevant.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.

Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in
the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 164-165

May 2020

Lesson 18
b

Say it: re . le . vant

Ta[k abeut

f,t

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partnert and classmates'ideas'
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

S

Some students say that history isn't relevant to their lives, but events like
have impacted everyone in the United States.

{)

You should include relevant information such as a

on a poster advertising a missing pet.

1.64,

May 2020

Lesson 18

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using relevant and appropriate content.
Two

factors to consider before you sign up for a field trip
and

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence

using relevant and appropriate content.

What lam learning in my

class right now is

to my future career because I want to be
Work independently to write two sentences using the word relevant. In your first sentence, use
Academic ref evant with a pluralnoun.In your second sentence, use relevant with the word partner relevant
Author information.
Be an

(}
Adjectives do not have
plural forms. Do not add
an -s to adjectives when
they describe plural nouns.

€

relevant factors

loud dogs

Write an Complete the paragraph using relevant and original content.
Academic
Paragraph School newspapers are a great way to

the field ofjournalism

o

and learn more about local and global issues. Some school newspaper articles are written

about events at school, such as

0

,

o

which are immediately

to students. However, student reporters also have to write

about international topics, including environmental or

tssues/
@

and find a way to make these topics

to their classmates.

o

Global events like wars and elections are still

to students
@

because the world has become increasingly connected. School newspapers allow student

reporters and readers to learn more about the world and

a

important issues with their peers.

May 2020
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Lesson 18
EMERGING LESSON
Word
relevant
re-le-vant

Meaning
• directly
related to a
situation or
topic

Example(s)

Image

Some students
think that
studying history
is not relevant.

_________________

The weather is
relevant to
pilots.

pertinente
synonym:
appropriate

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to
another person:

If you want a job, you need to know your relevant information.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(relevant) and complete the sentence.

The news gives me ______________ information on
_____________________________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Name

Date

Lesson 18
EXPANDING LESSON
Word

Meaning

Example(s)

relevant

• directly
related to a
situation or
topic

Some students
think that
studying history
is not
_____________.

re-le-vant

Image

_________________

pertinente
synonym:
appropriate

The ________ is
a relevant factor
for pilots to
consider before
they
_____________.

Verbal Practice (Read-Write-Share):
Complete the following sentence and then read it to another
person.
When you fill out an application, you need to include ___________
information.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(relevant) and complete the sentence.

The news gives me ______________ information on topics
such as ________________ and ____________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 19
Language Objective: Today I am working on the “word of the day” relevance. I will
practice by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use
the word, relevance, in a complete sentence or in a paragraph.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•
•

Locate the correct meaning of the word relevance.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
word relevance.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.

Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in
the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 162-163
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Lesson 19
l k., Soy it: re . le . vance

TaBk aboaet

frt

Write it:

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.

Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame'

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write your favorite idea in the blank.

{l

News reports about snowstorms have little relevance for people living

in.
s) rne

issue

of

is

of particular relevance to young

people because it's something they have to deal with every day.

162
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Lesson 19

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using relevance and appropriate content.
School elections for class officers have direct

to me and my classmates

because

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence
One song that has personal

using relevance and appropriate content.

to my life is

by
Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use relevance with the word
Academic partnerpersonalrelevance. In your second sentence, use relevance with the word partner particular
Be an

Author relevance.

o

Non-count nouns name
things that can't be counted.
Non-count nouns have only
one form. Do not add an
to a non-count noun.

o

-s

Your point has no
relevance

write

an complete the paragraph

to this topic.

The water is frozen.

using relevance and original content.

Academic

Paragraph

Many parents think that computer and video games have no

o

to their children's education. Howeven some researchers
that these games, in moderation, can have

effects on

o

students'confidence levels and their ability to work in groups. For examplg some games
players to

other

ga mes

test kids' problem-solving

worktogetherto complete challenging task, while
.

Whether students

solve a complex logic puzzle by themselves or build an entire new world with a friend, it can

their self-esteem substantially. While playing too many computer
and video games can distract students from their academic responsibilities, these games may have
surprising

to the intellectual and social development of children.

May 2020
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Name

Date

Lesson 19
EMERGING LESSON
Word

Meaning

Example(s)

relevance

• being
directly
related to a
situation or
topic

Math has
relevance in our
everyday lives.

re-le-vance

Image

_________________

relevancia

Earthquakes
have relevance
to people who
live in California.

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to
another person:
Playing soccer has relevance in my life.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(relevance) and complete the sentence.

One song that has ____________________ in my life is
“_______________________ “ by __________________.

© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Name

Date

Lesson 19
EXPANDING LESSON
Word

Meaning

Example(s)

relevance

• being
directly
related
to a
situation
or topic

Sometimes math
has a lot of
____________
to our everyday
lives.

re-le-vance

_________________

relevancia

Image

Earthquakes
have direct
relevance to
people who live
in
_____________.

Verbal Practice (Read-Write-Share):
Complete the following sentence and then read it to another
person.
I don’t feel that ___________ music has much ____________ in my
life.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word
(relevant) and complete the sentence.

One event that has personal ____________________ in my
life is when _______________________________________.
© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Fontana Unified School District
Division of Teaching and Learning

Department of Multilingual Programs and Services

English Language Development Lesson
(Designated ELD)
Grade: 6-8
Lesson: # 20
Language Objective: Today I am working on the “word of the day” valid. I will practice
by reading the sentence to myself and then to another person. I will also use the word,
valid, in a complete sentence or in a paragraph.
In this lesson, you will…
Expanding:

•
•
•

Locate the correct meaning of the word valid.
Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in the
blanks.
Share your sentence with another person.

If you need help completing the lesson, do this instead...
Emerging:

•
•
•

Use the pictures, meanings and cognates to learn the
word valid.
Read the sentence aloud to yourself and then to another
person.

Use the sentence frames to write your favorite idea in
the blanks.

If you want to challenge yourself in completing the lesson, do this instead…
Bridging:

•

Complete the worksheets on pp. 196-197
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Lesson 20
Write it:

TaEk ahse,lt

f;t

Read each sentence and think about how you would complete it.
Discuss your idea with your partner using the sentence frame.

Listen carefully to your partner's and classmates'ideas.
Write vour favorite idea in the blank.

{)

You can get into trouble for driving

g

Items like

without

a

valid

usually have an expiration date to show

how long they are valid.

O One valid reason for failing a student is if he or she doesn't
e)
196

'.

:.

isn't a valid excuse for being late.
May 2020

Lesson 20

Collaborate Work with your partner to complete the sentence using valid and appropriate content.
One

argument for owning a cell phone is that

YourTurn Work independently to complete the sentence

using valid and appropriate content.

reason for missing school is if you

A

an

Work independently to write two sentences. In your first sentence, use valid with
Academic your second sentence, use valid with a plurol noun.
Be

Author

a singular

noun.ln

o
Adjectives do not have
pluralforms. Do not add
an -s to adjectives when

g

they describe plural nouns.

valid reasons
loud dogs

Write an Complete the paragraph using valid and original content.
Academic
Paragraph We all have various reasons for not meeting people's expectations. But are your
reasons

?

When you have a

explanation for not meeting an expectation, people are usually more willing to
you. For example, most teachers would consider a

.o
death in your family as a

reason for not turning in
because that is a situation beyond your control. But failing

to turn in something because you

all night is definitely an

invalid excuse; it represents a bad choice you made. Before you decide not to do something,

o

the repercussions and whether you want to disappoint

someone by giving them a poor excuse.

May 2020
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Lesson 20
EMERGING LESSON
Word
valid
val-id

Meaning
• reasonable
or sensible

Example(s)

Image

Joey gave a
valid reason for
being late.

_________________

válido

One valid
reason for
missing school
is sickness.

Verbal Practice (Think-Read-Share):
Read the following sentence aloud to yourself and then to
another person:

“I forgot”, is not a valid reason for not doing your homework.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (valid)
and complete the sentence.

A ______________ reason for getting a new backpack is that
your old backpack is ______________________________.
© Kate Kinsella, Ed. D. 2011 ~ All rights reserved. Do not modify or distribute electronically without permission.
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Name

Date

Lesson 20
EXPANDING LESSON
Word
valid
val-id

Meaning
• reasonable
or sensible

Example(s)

Image

Joey gave a
__________
reason for being
late.

_________________

válido

One valid
reason for
missing school
is ___________.

Verbal Practice (Read-Write-Share):
Complete the following sentence and then read it to another
person.

“______________”, is not a ___________reason for not doing
your homework.
Writing Practice (Think-Write): Write the academic word (valid)
and complete the sentence.

A ______________ reason for getting a new backpack is that
your old backpack is ______________________________.
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